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Data Visualisation for the Participatory 
Budgeting in Mals
On the basis of the case study with the community in 
Malles (Alta Val Venosta, Italy), the research project 
focusses on the process and the communication of 
participatory budgeting. 

Team

PI: Lisa Borgenheimer

CI: Kris Krois

Collaborator: Roberta Bonetti

External partners: POLITiS, Marktgemeinde Mals

More information: design-art@unibz.it

The administration of a city, community or unit is trying to transparent the available 

budget and allow the citizens to codetermine and decide about parts of it. This 

transparency proves to reduce corruption. During the deliberate process, the 

citizens need to communicate on their own and are only moderated and guided by 

the administration. Therefore the citizens can raise and insert project-ideas, which 

should be invested in local issues. In the end, the democratic election is showing the 

acceptance of project-ideas within the community. 
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Check one of the boxes

Your idea

Surname:

Name:

Born on:

Adress:

Email/Phone:

What?

How?

For Whom?

Estimated costs:

Filled Sample Form

How could this
idea be realized?
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1
What is the idea? 

For whom is the idea?
What is the aim
of the idea?

Estimation of
the costs? 2 Contact mustermann@mail.it

(+39)  0473 12345

Surname

Name Klara

Born on 17.4.1954

Mustermann Adress Musterstr. 1, 39024 Mals

What? Turn the indoor pool into an adventure pool for the entire family.

How? Make a feasibility study.

For 
Whom?

By transforming the indoor pool into an adventure pool with a 
wider range, the structure will become more attractive for 
children and families, for locals and for guests.

Your contact
details

Costs? Approximately 30.000 €, one-off costs for the study

The citizens
… are invited to contribute to the Participatory Budgeting 2018 actively.  You need to think 
about current needs, or possible savings within the community. Hand in your suggestion or 
project to discuss it together with other fellow citizens in the town hall meetings.  Vote for 
the possible projects on the 20th October (and also the week after). 
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6th September 2017

2. Town Hall Meeting: Consulting and Presentation
25th September 2017

End of October 2017
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Realization
by 2018

The Community

BUS

Traffic

Public
Lightning

AgricultureSports Facilities &
Playing Grounds

Library

Fire Station

Kindergarden &
Schools

Retirement
Houses & Flats

Canalisation, 
Sewege Plants &

Long-distance heating

Nature Conservancy

The community has a lot of tasks and services to do for the citizens. Therefore there are diverse 
infrastructures for which the commnity has the responsibility:  kindergarden, school, retirement houses 
and flats, canalisation and sewege plants, pipelines, public lightning, sports facilites, playing grounds, 
library, fire station, long-distance heating and a lot more. As well as agriculture, nature conservancy, 
traffic and social services are on the list of responsibilites. The community needs to plan and work 

reasonable, prescient and balancing.

Financing and Realizing 2017
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The 10 best-rated projects in 2017 will be implemented in 2017. The majority of these projects not 
only cover the investment costs. In 2017 and in the future, follow-up costs for operation and 
maintenance will be incurred, e.g. for the city bus or the illumination of the Waalweg. These costs 
must be taken into account in the respective projects.

e.g.
Salary for
the driver;

Maintenance
of the vehicle

Following years
have as well
running costs

Electricity costs
for the lighting;

Maintenance

Differential amount

Costs for
the redesign

Buying 
the Citybusses

Costs fall on that
Participatory Budget

from 2018

Realized Projects 2017
As part of the Citizens Budget 2016 (for 2017), 33 projects were submitted by citizens, of which 10 were rated as 
best projects. These projects can be realized in the course of 2017 with the 200.000 € provided for participatory 
budgeting. 
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Kinaestetics Center

Intergenerational prevention project to 
improve movement skills in everyday life1
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Turn the indoor pool into an adventure bath for 
the whole family

Open all year public toilet near the church

Lighting and design of the Waalweg through 
the village to Tartsch

Access to the sports and leisure facilities of the 
municipality of Mals (Watles, indoor swimming 

Study aerial tram Mals-Watles

Better asphalting and maintenance

Creative appreciation of the Dr. Flora Park
(Costs takes fraction of Malles)

Medical ambulance for specialist services

Citybus every day of the year
(Implementation only possible in 2018, estimated costs)

Figure 1

With participatory budgeting the active participation of citizens in the municipality 

is generating a decision-making future vision on the own local area. It also provides 

direct communication with political bodies and the administration of the community/

city/region/etc. 

Because of this complex and abstract issue, it is essential to inform the citizens 

about political issues and also about the possibilities and coherences of available 

topics, to facilitate and consolidate their decision. Due to that information design and 

visual communication is needed to communicate and visualize the whole process and 

moreover it is used to inform the people in an attractive, effective and accessible way. 

The research project focusses on different media and its suitable representation of 

data, depending on the topic. Therefore analog and digital media is used, as well as 

physical tools for participation, to attract the citizens effectively. 
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Publications:

Design Journals:

Lisa Borgenheimer, Communication et démocratie participative; Science du Design 

Vol. 7 (2018/1); Visualisation Section; 2018, p. 16 – 19;

ISBN: 9782130803225

Conference Proceedings:

2CO Communicate Complexity 2017 

„Information // Message“, Teneriffa (SP)

21. November – 26. November 2017, University of La Laguna; Peer reviewed

Visual Journalism Summer School 2016; 

„Data visualisation for the paricpatory budget in Mals“, Bozen (IT)

30. Juni – 2. Juli 2016, Freie Universität Bozen; Invited

Reserach Results:

Lisa Borgenheimer, Thomas Benedikter, Armin Bernhard, Marktgemeinde Mals: 

Bürgerhaushalt 2017; 

Brochure; Marktgemeinde Mals, Obervinschgau (IT) 

Lisa Borgenheimer, Thomas Benedikter, Armin Bernhard, Marktgemeinde Mals: 

Bürgerhaushalt 2016; 

Brochure; Marktgemeinde Mals, Obervinschgau (IT) 
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